There's something wrong with Kim Goguen. You sense it immediately upon meeting her. There is something wrong, and whatever that indefinite flag is, it catches your attention. She's not "right".

My immediate thought was that she was an abuse survivor, and in a sense, yes, that is exactly what she is. That makes it difficult for me to blame her for what she does and says, including all the manure she spreads about me, because I would be speaking evil of the dead --- a person who isn't truly herself anymore, because of the "biological computer" that is implanted in her brain stem.

I suppose it could happen to any of us. We go in for a routine dental surgery, and..... come out as an Artificial Intelligence experiment. That said, Kim was more expendable than most of us. Her genetic quotient had been replicated many times.

The inquiries that I made about Kim as a result of my first impression, and also as a result of seeing her calm and happy one moment and raging like a demented wild beast the next, led to information from former CIA sources that I find difficult to believe, but as I have no better explanation for her and her condition, I might as well share it and see what comes out in the wash.

I was told that Kim is related to the murdered Romanov Family, and that for three generations the surviving members of that family were bred in captivity like animals, for the amusement of those who planned the "Communist Revolution" in Russia.

Shortly after the Second World War, an especially pretty girl was born into the "herd" (their words, not mine) and they named her "Kim" which was short for some very complex Russian name, like "Kyemenivecheska". By then, their science had advanced to the point where they could clone individuals, so they took genetic material from the First
Kim and made Kim 2, Kim 3, Kim 4.... and so on, as many as they wanted, all genetically identical.

Some of the Kims they experimented on, others they trained as spies, others they trained as scientists and so on; there was no reason "why" one Kim got used to test the effect of poisons on skin, and another one was trained to be the female equivalent of James Bond. It was an arbitrary fate that dictated that this "Kim" would be chosen for their Artificial Intelligence program and have her brain stem rewired.

Unfortunately for her, the technology melding machinery to our common biology is far from perfected. According to my sources, Kim Goguen suffers from an array of mental, emotional, and biological problems as a result.

She is able to connect with high speed computers and analyze data as a computer might. This allows her to keep track of literally thousands of accounts and account transactions. On the downside, the "installation" has changed her entire sensory system.

Kim's eyesight is impacted so that she is light sensitive and sees images that aren't there. This makes it difficult for her to know what is real and unreal, similar to schizophrenic delusions, but derived from different causes. This means she has to have a reliable driver (like Tank) to keep her from driving off the road in response to an illusory herd of donkeys, and also requires round the clock assistance of other kinds. She suffers extreme mood swings and emotional stress, so that whatever she gained in functionality is offset by conditions you wouldn't want to wish on anyone.

There is still a good woman trapped inside the machine and that good woman fights a lonely battle against the machine inside her head.

Her tormentors thought it would be funny to use an off-spring of the Romanovs to bring about the final defeat of what the last Czar and his wife actually stood for: family, religion, and tradition. They stood against everything the "New World Order " had aimed to destroy; that, and their money, was ultimately why the Romanovs were killed. Now, to add insult to injury, the denizens of DC have brought forth one of the Romanov Family's own progeny as the Romanovs' ultimate nemesis.

And none of it is Kim's fault, but, there it is.

The original intention of her "Handlers" was to use her to make sure the accounts were secure, thanks to her ability to scan them in real time, and little else. It was only about four or five years ago that they hit upon a scheme to use her for additional services. They would claim that she was the rightful heir to the so-called "Collateral Accounts"
and try to build a psy-op around her to help control their narrative going forward. If it worked, fine, and if not, fine, too.

They haven't invested a whole lot in Kim's "Displacement Narrative", and in terms of her LifeForce efforts they won't. Their purpose was to bring forward yet another confusing narrative and see if we, the sheep, will follow.

Russell J. Gould was another such "Extra Player" who was positioned the same way, as the scion of the famous Gould Family and advocate of the new-old Dog Latin Scheme first foisted off on the world by the Emperor Justinian. There is something wrong about Russell, too. He talks one way and spins another. To my face, he was open and friendly; behind my back, he called me a "jackal" and then lied about that, too.

And again, I identified Russell as an abuse survivor --- not as instantly as Kim, but over time as he let things slip. He spent time in a Federal Prison where they put him in solitary confinement, without heat, without food, and without water, in total darkness. They tortured him, in other words, and at one point left him alone and without food for three weeks to break him. At the end of this, he was indeed broken, mentally and emotionally, but even more amazing -- he was still alive. So they fished him out of his cell, mocked him, hypnotized him, and have been playing him like a piano ever since.

My sources tell me that Russell is an actual unique and natural man, once brilliant and fast-tracked to go to an Ivy League school with a career in banking and securities to follow, but he rebelled and his feckless family deserted him to whatever fate, even though his failure to be useful to them was largely their own fault. They raised him with high ideals, with narratives about the Founding Fathers and the Old West, and it was those stories that he loved, not the dystopian fantasies that he was ultimately coerced to serve.

My heart went out to Russell, and to an extent, still does; he was an innocent they used and corrupted, and as they did this, he had to know that he was being forced to destroy everything he loved and had been taught to cherish.

It's their cruelty as well as their lies that I hold against the minions of the Illuminati.

As for me, yes, they tried their best, but no matter what they attempted, it failed --- either because of my own obdurate nature or simply the Grace of God. I was offered a full boat scholarship to Mt. Holyoke and fast tracked into college level courses as an eighth grader; I was enrolled in a special program run by the Rand Corporation to draft and train "specialists" for the government "services". All true.

I was, in their lingo, "unadaptable".
So was my husband, who went through the same kind of grooming process in the Air Force.

He, too, was labelled, "unadaptable".

In the course of all my education with them, they tried to implant a hypnotic meme into my subconscious, that would work like a trap door into my psyche. To give you an example of this, the meme was my name, "Anna" and a number. When I heard this code, I was supposed to mentally surrender and do whatever they told me to do, like a Zombie. But, instead of obeying, I recognized what they were doing and told them to pound sand.

They also pulled an old Nazi trick and left a meme attached to a smell, in this case, the venerable plum-blossomed scented original cologne known as 4711. When I smelled this, I was supposed to recognize my "Keymaster" and fall in love with him. That didn't work, either.

We are all now engaged in a war in the Jurisdiction of the Air --- the realm of thoughts and ideas. The stronger you are in mind and spirit, the better. You must exercise your faculties for all you are worth to discern the truth and find your way through all the lies and chaos.

I was gifted by Nature and Nature's God with an ability to sift the wheat from the chaff and it's a gift I attempt to share with you. Call it a "Shinola Sensor". You all have this feature built into your brains, too, but you must learn to use it and trust it. Like your conscience and your sense of justice, your Creator gave these gifts to you. Use these gifts to recognize the truth and use the truth as your sword in this fight.

And use love as your endless internal resource.

Energy is the real currency of the Universe.

You have each been gifted with around 33 Trillion volts of energy.

When you consider that a car battery runs on 12 volts, that should give you some idea of how powerful and rich you really are.

When they propose to kill half or more of the world's population, and attack the animals and plants, too, they are stealing and destroying your actual wealth and inheritance.
You have 33 trillion volts. What are you going to do with it? Sit around on a couch and feel helpless? Watch TV so they can hypnotize and brainwash you some more?

If you want your inheritance of life and love, you cannot just sit there anymore. You have to join the struggle by supporting life and giving love and seeking truth. Be unadaptable. Decide this day which side you are on.

And then, please, read this Department of Defense Report:
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